Chitosan-based responsive hybrid nanogels for integration of optical pH-sensing, tumor cell imaging and controlled drug delivery.
We report a new class of chitosan-based hybrid nanogels by in-situ immobilization of CdSe quantum dots (QDs) in the chitosan-poly(methacrylic acid) (chitosan-PMAA) networks. The covalently crosslinked hybrid nanogels with chitosan chains semi-interpenetrating in the crosslinked PMAA networks exhibit excellent colloidal and structural stability as well as reversible physical property change in response to a pH variation cross the physiological condition. In contrast, the hybrid nanogels formed by non-covalent physical association exhibit a significant change in the structure and composition upon exposure to physiological pH. This distinction in the structural stability of hybrid nanogels produces very different outcomes for their biomedical applications. The covalently crosslinked hybrid nanogels are low-cytotoxic and could illuminate the B16F10 cells, sense the environmental pH change, and regulate the release of anticancer drug in the typical abnormal pH range of 5-7.4 found in pathological zone, thus successfully combine multiple functionality into a single nano-object. However, the physically associated hybrid nanogels exhibit a non-reversible pH-sensitive PL property and a significant cytotoxicity after 24 h treatment. It is critical to construct a highly stable biopolymer-QD hybrid nanogel, via a rational design for safe bionanomaterials, to simultaneously combine the biosensing, bioimaging, and effective therapy functions.